


MOF 200

MOF 200 Oval Gear Flow-meter is one of positive displacement flow meter and is mainly composed of meter 
shell, oval gear rotor and converter. It is an instrument used for continuous or discontinuous metering and 
control of liquids in the pipeline. It has advantages of large metering range, excellent accuracy, small pressure loss
 and high viscosity adaptability etc; It has good performance on measuring high-temperature and high-viscosity 
liquids. It is applicable to the calibration and metering of crude oil, chemical, chemical fiber, traffic, commerce, 
food, medicine and health, scientific research and military etc.

Flow meter is installed in the metering tank and the measurement of a pair of oval box gear, with the upper and 
lower cover an early Lunar sealed cavity (due to rotation of the gear, so sealing is not an absolute) as a unit of 
emissions. When measured by the pipe into the liquid flow meter, due topressure generated by the Import and 
Export Department to promote a pair of differential gears for rotation, the constant measurement by cavity after 
the beginning of the Lunar liquid delivery to the exit, elliptical gear with each revolution time displacement is the 
product of four times the measured volume of liquid flow.

MIAL MOF 200 OVAL GEAR FLOW METER (DN8 TO DN200)

Flow meter is made by the shell, counter, oval gear and coupling (magnetic coupling and sub-axial coupling) and so 
on.
1. Counter
2. Signal output
3. Precision regulator (DN50 and above only)
4. Sealing the coupling
5. Front cover
6. Flat
7. Oval gear
8. Shell
9. Rear cover

MEASURING PRINCIPLE AND STRUCTURE



TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
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APPLICATIONS

Oil Depot System Fuel Oil transferring
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FLOW RANGE OF DIFFERENT MODELS
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MOF 200

DIMENSIONS

(A) Cast iron Type; Cast iron high viscosity type; High temperature cast iron type; Other cast iron type

(Units: mm)



MOF 200

DIMENSIONS

Note: Cast iron, cast steel oval gear flow meters type high-temperature size: DN15 ~ DN25, A, B according to the

table,data size plus 160mm extension tube heat: DN40 ~ DN80, A, B-size table size increases by thermal

extension of300mm pipe, rest size of the corresponding size table Ibid

(B) Cast Steel Type, steel high viscosity type, high temperature steel type
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OVAL GEAR FLOW METER- ELECTION TABLE

1. When the materilal of body and gear is the same, Jut need write one code.
2. Material: B-0Cr18Ni9Ti; C-0Cr18Ni12M02Ti
3. Example: MOF200-E80.3/A5GF-II (Cast Steel Material, DN80; PN2.5Mpa; A5 Counter; 24V PulseOutput )
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